
Interactive Session Plan™

Select team 9 September 2019 Monday Funday Coaches

9/9/19 Session #1 Monday Funday 5:00-7:00 PM

Warm Up: (12 Minutes) Amount of lines depends on number of players. 
Layout: 1 start cone; 5 consecutive cones; 1 ball cone (pile of balls equal 
to number of players in that line) 
Variations of movement through cones (depending on coordination of 
group): Bunny hop (both feet together); 1 foot hop (left or right); shuffle; 
run through; run backwards; run facing one direction 
Variations of ball retrieval: # of toe taps; # of tic tocs; certain move with 
speed to space; right/left foot only dribble; right/left foot roll only; 
moving toe taps; backward toe taps 
Purpose: Get kids excited with competition that occurs in short bursts. 
Orange line encourages dribbling with right, yellow line left and blue is 
choice. Keep each line consistent and after each mini competition, 
rotate the players to each line to give them variation of the activity.

Technical Development: (15 Minutes) 
Each week will require technical development (how to touch the ball) 
The first week is a bit tedious as most kids won't know the different 
types of touches but it is important to set a base for how they start to 
progress so it is the most important part of the session. 
Layout: Orange cones in a square set up boundaries; blue cones used as 
command targets 
Activity: Players will dribble around trying different commands. Week 1 
introduce fake and take (hard body fake 1 way, take with outside of foot 
opposite way), scissors (draw circle around inside and move to outside 
of ball) and fake drag back (Pull push with laces w/ acceleration). On 
command, all players will dribble with speed around a blue cone or an 
orange cone. 
Topics: Proper technique of touch, confidence on ball, speed into space, 
vision on the ball.

1 vs. 1: Application of skills learned in technical activity (12-15 Minutes) 
Layout: 2 cones with lines of players with coach between. 1 pugg goal 
for players to run around. 
Activity: Players will run around pugg goal on coaches command and 
call for ball. First player to touch, goes to pugg goal. Second tries to play 
ball back to coach. 
Purpose: Identify moves learned in technical activity. Encourage 
creativity and speed in process of going to goal. Positive feedback for 
sucesses.

1 vs. 1 to Pugg goals (12-15 minutes) 
Layout: Pugg goal field with 2 teams set up at 2 cones opposite from 
coach 
Player must run around goal that they are trying to score on first. Coach 
will play ball to team that entered first in their defensive part of the field. 
Player will get ball and try to turn into pressure to beat defender to goal. 
Purpose: Repetition of touch. Create sense of urgency in player to get 
into grid first and problem solve based on what the defensive player is 
showing. Always encourage player to get creative in their attempt to 
accelerate into the space after a move/cut
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